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Quickbit Pay is launched - positive reactions
and great interest

Today Quickbit announces that Quickbit's in-house developed B2B product Quickbit Pay is
launched and live. Quickbit Pay has received very positive reactions from potential customers
and there is a lot of interest in the market for the payment solution.

Quickbit has for a period worked hard to develop and complete its in-house developed B2B product
Quickbit Pay. Now the product is live and has received very positive reactions from potential
customers.

Quickbit Pay is a unique high-quality crypto payment solution with the functions of being able to both
take payments via the Quickbit App and external crypto wallets while achieving more secure
transactions. Quickbit has so far seen great interest in the product and sees a high growth potential in
a wide range of different customers globally.

With the launch of Quickbit Pay, Quickbit sees opportunities for both better customer relations and
stronger market contact. Quickbit will also be able to strengthen its existing margins and improve
profitability in the long term.

"I am very happy that we have finally launched Quickbit Pay. We have worked hard on this unique
and in-house developed product. Now we will be able to reach new customers and old customers
with higher quality, improve profitability and create completely new market synergies. We have so far
seen a lot of interest in Quickbit Pay which I am sure will pave the way for a bright future. Quickbit
Pay is the solution that can create completely new conditions, safer payments, better margins and
higher quality in acting on the great demand we have historically addressed with good results. It is
simply the next generation solution. A big day for Quickbit", says Daniel Sonesson, CEO Quickbit.

For further information, please contact:
Daniel Sonesson, CEO
+ 46 73 530 30 25
ir@quickbit.com

------------------------------------

Quickbit is a Swedish fintech company founded in 2016 with the goal of making the integration of
cryptocurrencies into the everyday lives of people and companies smoother. Today, Quickbit offers
safe and easy-to-use products for e-merchants as well as customers. With a transaction volume to
date in excess of €1 billion, Quickbit has already enabled and empowered individuals around the
world, through the use of cryptocurrencies. Quickbit has been listed on NGM Nordic SME since July
2019. For more information, please visit www.quickbit.com
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